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Ruku’s Position Might Improve Scoliosis Curve Angles of 18-Years Old Female with Mild Thoracic Adolescents Idiopathic Scoliosis: A Case Report
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Abstract

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis with an incidence of around 2%, commonly affects thoracic regions. The functional curves or structural treatment cannot be managed by the muscle’s active force and the Ruku’ movement on Moslem prayer led paravertebral muscles to gently bend with consistent forces and improve mild thoracic AIS in 4-week. An 18-year-old female diagnosed with mild thoracic AIS carried out treatment by improving Ruku movements regularly for 4-5 minutes from August 12 to September 12, 2022. The formed angle by an imaginary line of Th 4 and Th 9 spinal processes, showed improvement (2.42% to 4.24%). Another study that used core stabilization training can also resolve AIS for 12 weeks, 3 sessions/week, and with 60 minutes/session. Thus, consistent Ruku’s movement in the proper position promotes the spinal column remaining in the midline, so might correct the mild thoracic AIS’s misaligned, support ergonomic position, and make the patients not easily tired.
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Introduction

Scoliosis is an example of an abnormality in the spine. Scoliosis is categorized into several types, namely idiopathic, congenital, neuromuscular, and syndromic. Of those many types, idiopathic scoliosis has become the most common type of scoliosis suffered by adolescents and can also be referred to as Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS).[1] It is the one type of scoliosis that often affects adolescents around the world and globally has impacted 2.5% of the total adolescent population in the world in 2015. The cause of this disease is unknown among 80-85% of patients with AIS, but generally, an incidence of about 2% can affect the thoracic region of adolescents and cause CNS (Central Nervous System) abnormalities in various study series.[1,2] It is divided based on the stages, namely mild (early stages), moderate, and severe (late stages). The treatment of AIS which is still categorized as early stages (cobb angle 10-25º) is said to be more cost-effective than the treatment after the occurrence of an acute stage in other studies. Several hypotheses have also been put forward to find appropriate, fast, inexpensive, and not tiring treatment that can be carried out by sufferers of this disorder, but to no avail. Treatment in the early stages, which is said to be cheaper than acute treatment, still takes a long time to see changes in the cobb angle. Therefore, new solutions that can solve the early-stage AIS problem need to be investigated. With the criteria, it does not require a lot of money, can be done anywhere, and can only take a short time.[3]

Ruku’ is one of the movements carried out by adherents of Islam. Ruku’ is done before prostration and after reading a short prayer in the Qur’an. The movements achieved during ruku’ are conducted by facing the thorax and head to look at the floor which forms a 90º angle while making both palms clasp the feet and cover the patella area (thumb
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and index finger cupping the patella area). The bowing motion in this study was first hypothesized in the world to slowly bend the paravertebral bones of sufferers with consistent strength. This might reflect of spinal muscles pull maximally has the possibility to cause the spine to slowly return to its normal position or to the midline. So can lead to better vertebra column alignment which muscles and supportive tissues are in the proper position.\[3\]

Scoliosis cannot be justified by the dysfunction or wrong movement of active muscles, as some cases might cause by the sitting bent habit or compromise to the comfort side due to musculoskeletal or disc problems. Ruku’ makes the spinal muscles pull maximally has the possibility to cause the spine to slowly return to its normal position or to the midline, so we thought that it could be improved for managing AIS problems.

**Materials and Method**

The subject that’s being used in this study was an Indonesian woman aged 18 years old and suffering from mild thoracic AIS without mechanical or sport traumatic injuries before. She also did not have any severe disease in the thoracic area during the study. She was observed having mild thoracic AIS beforehand, which an initial Cobb Angle of 20º on its right thorax and with spinous processes of 165º. The most frequently reported complaint during this mild thoracic AIS is that she always gets tired faster than her friends in carrying out activities while she has difficulty breathing or hyperventilation. The thoracic X-ray was taken at Dr. Kariadi Hospital in Semarang, then followed for 1-month observation as ordered by one radiologic weekly examination at Radiology Department in Malang.

The study was conducted over the range of a month or four weeks. Starting on August 12th and ending on September 12th, 2022. The implementation of the ruku’ movement or bowing by 90º and looking at the floor is shown in Figure 1. This ruku’ movement is carried out in every prayer each session takes 4-5 minutes. Within a day, normally the bowing movement is performed 17 times (2 bowing in one-morning prayer, 4 bowing in 3 times in the afternoon-evening-night prayers, and 3 times bowing in one maghrib prayer). Considering this, the study was mobilized to be carried out with a total of 17 bowing times and carried out consistently within the implementation period. The implementation of the research was carried out by the subjects in private boarding rooms and at the campus mosque; in Malang.

The radiological results obtained will be used as a measure of this study. Radiological results were calculated using the Cobb Angle formula.\[4,5,6,7\] If the angle that’s being made is <10º, then the bones of the subject are normal. Mild is in the 10-25º angle range, moderate is 25-45º, and severe is >45º. In addition to using the Cobb Angle, the measurement also measures the spinous process or tissue sticking out of the plate of the spinal organ. The spinous process is measured using the degree of measurement on the curved part only in the midline of the spine.

In this study, the results of the Cobb Angle and the Spinous Process will be measured using a certain formula using angles and then divided by the correlation per week and per day. The Cobb Angle in this innovation will be referred to as CA and the Spinous Process will be referred to as PS. Both things will be measured using a structure like this:

\[\text{CA} = \left( \frac{\text{Cobb Angle}}{\text{Correlation per week}} \right) \]
\[\text{PS} = \left( \frac{\text{Spinous Process}}{\text{Correlation per day}} \right) \]

The above method formula is used with the aim of being able to see the degree of spinal changes of the patient every day or every week. This formula is used with the aim that the X-ray results passed in the second week can still be able to be calculated validly. This study also will show how long do the subject’s vertebrae doing their job per day. Those jobs included sitting down and walking or standing up. In addition to that information, the result of this study will also show how many times Ruku’ has been done by the subject per week to show whether the intensity of doing the Ruku’ movement in everyday life can really straighten the paravertebral curve in scoliosis sufferers and maintain the good posture in everyday life.
Furthermore, in this study, the authors declared that the method that’s being used does not violate any points in the WMA Declaration of Helsinki about Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subject 2000 such as the respecting subject’s safeness and rights.

**Results**

From the study that’s being carried out, it was found that the study of the Cobb Angle of the spine which had an initial tilt angle of 20º to the right could drop to 9º and the initial spinous process (165º) on 18 years old could be corrected to 172º within 4 weeks. Using the chronological movement of Muslim prayer, starting from raising the hand to sitting down, the paravertebral or the vertebrae of the sufferer can deform to their original normal shape which is shaped straight to the midline of the body or linear to the cranial bone of the body. Even though a few important points that have been done need to be reconsidered in the future experiment and this study. Those points are provided below along with the following head-ups about what’s going to be discussed in the next chapter.

The radiological examination with concerned about a health matter, as the continuous X-ray exposure was not more than 4 times with 1-week intervals. So, the study was started 2 weeks after the initial exposure. This action was being taken to be dismissed due to the health matter of the subject when being exposed to the X-ray light. Other than.

That, in the execution of the study that’s being held, the subject has skipped a few times of the daily prayer in the following week (week-2) which is being converted into days will interpret as 2 days without 17 times movement of Ruku’ per day. Other additional information for this result is that in the period time of the experiment, the subject always sat down and walk or stood up in less than eight hours. The duration of these activities has a certain relationship with the change in the vertebrae’s shape. Without specific measurement or being looked up closely and with the objective measurement, the changes that occur in the vertebrae of the subject can be seen vividly. The changes in vertebrae angle in the data seem to be
starting from the upper vertebrae near the cranial and then slowly changing the vertebrae area near the lumbar bones. This can happen because thoracic bones are much evolutivethan lumbar bones and can increases through disc wedging during the rapid growth spurt later.\textsuperscript{[9]}

**Discussion**

The results above show that the movement of Ruku’ can make changes in the curvature of the spine with corresponding changes. To simplify understanding, two figures below: *Cobb Angle* and *Processus Spinous’s* statistics, will show a shifting line in showing the angle degree of vertebrae. The statistics that are showed a declining angle degree or descending line (Figure 5), and an inclined angle degree known as the ascending line (Figure 6). Those lines with similarities meant, that observing the improvements in scoliosis alignments might give positive feedback. Using
the formula that’s present in the Method and Material chapter above, the degree changes from variable result A to the prior variable result, and the percentage of the effectiveness of the utility of the conducted movement can be seen. The resulting degree that will be shown in two measurements is divided into classifications: per week degree or days degree.

Figure 5: The decreasing degree of Cobb Angle

Formula per week for shifting tilt started from week-1. It was seen that in the named week there were no changes in the Cobb Angle (0.0º) according to the variable control as the prior variable result while the Processus Spinous of this variable result shows about 4º changes for one week and 119 Ruku’ movement in the week. Skipping the variable result in week-2, and week-3 shows that there are 5º CA changes and 1º PS changes from week-1 for 119 Ruku’ movement. If the division of the existing degree of CA and PS in week-2 is merged with the degree changes in week-3, then in each week there will be 2.5º CA and 0.5º PS degree changes with a total of 204 Ruku’ movement. For week-4, the changes degree of CA and PS from the prior variable is 6º for 153 Ruku’ movement.

The formula per day for shifting tilt starting from week-1 shows about 0.0º CA changes and 0.57º PS changes. Skipping week-2, and week-3 have 0.71º CA changes per day and 0.14º PS changes. If the degree changes between week-2 and week-3 are being merged, then the final output of its number is 0.35º CA and 0.07º PS angle degree. Lastly, the week-4 of this experiment showed that from the prior experiment, the CA of the sufferers is 0.66º while the PS changes to 0.22º. The percentage of the existing data in each week will be shown using Formula B and Formula C (Figure 2).

Figure 6: The increasing angle degree of Processus Spinous

The measurement above observed CA and PS changes (26.6% and 3.23%) (Figure 7), wherein priorly the core stabilization treatment might improve 15.5% of the Cobb Angle.[10] Otherwise, in this study, the proper ergonomic posture could play role in the improvements, but the movement needs to be done correctly and regularly especially for early AIS patients (10-14 years old) due to the body growth spur so that their vertebrae can grow normally and stay in the midline.[11]

Regarding muscle mechanics, most practice uses muscle traction to simulate the curved muscles on spinal loading such as muscle traction forces between origin and curved muscle insertion that are typically transmitted to the vertebral bodies or other body parts via “passing points” making contact forces between muscles and vertebral bodies to simulate proper action that wraps around the muscle. Therefore, future research about muscle can be pursue. For example, the examination of soft tissue deformation during changes in posture or movement to understand the realistic physiological properties of muscles during exercise, the information about the complexity of asymmetric loads that combine motion in three-dimensional space to see significantly increase the risk of spinal injury, and to see whether it can be personalized for one person and applied to many people.[12]

Conclusion

In this study, it was found that doing daily prayer in everyday life and performing the movement of Ruku’ properly can improve vertebral column position. When the position of the backbone is correct and the paravertebral muscles can support an ergonomic position, our body will unable to easily feel tired. With the correlation of the data above that shows the consistency and lots
of amount, it will deform scoliosis back to the normal shape faster than the ones that didn’t. We realize that the long-term duration of the study, subject participants, and early moderate stages of scoliosis could describe the effectiveness of the treatment.

**Limitations**

The limitation or lack of this research is that the participant is limited and more subjects needs to be involved. The variables that are being analyzed also should be more varied, such as length of activity sitting, standing, exercise, body mass index, age groups, etc.
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